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Right, the subsequent ministry to include in itself as a non-party
expert—Stresemann. The scheme had a curious logicality about
it, but it was sheer fantasy. It was in fact simply a recourse to
the old system of minority cabinets and the role it assigned to
Stresemann was quite impossible. None the less party jealousies
were so strong that the idea appealed to not a few of the leaders
consulted by the President,, and it was somewhat on those lines
that Hindenburg commissioned Mueller, the Socialist leader—
as the strongest party the Socialists had at least to be given first
chance to form a ministry—to negotiate the formation of a new
government. It is here that the great conflict on responsibilities
for the fall of the Republic begins and a sphere is entered in which
judgment must depend on a personal interpretation of the situation
created.
Of the men who occupied the office of chancellor, Hermann
Mueller is one of the most attractive. Tall, stooping, with a long
melancholy face that only occasionally broke up in a flash of
humour, he suggested the painstaking professor rather than the
man of political action. He was not a brilliant man nor ever
claimed to be; he was, indeed, refreshingly free from the conceit
that disfigured and still disfigures some of his party colleagues.
But if no statesman he was an able man and an honest man.
Still more, he was a man who, as man and as party leader, was
conspicuous for his strong sense of duty and his moral courage;
he had dared to sign the peace treaty when the courage of others
failed them; he had never been a Left-winger, but he was one of
the few political leaders who had a clean record of consistency.
He was an able chairman and a competent negotiator, but his
shyness made him rougher than a leading politician need be, and
his oratory was severely factual broken only by an odd purple
passage that showed all the marks of painful composition. He
was a man who would inspire friendship and respect, but never
enthusiasm. But his most valuable asset, an asset that made him
capable of achievement denied to abler men, was his sense of
loyalty and responsibility. Slow to be convinced he stuck, when
convinced, to his convictions and neither threat nor bribe could
move him. Despite the difference in their outlook he was Hin-

